
SWFcontract Vertical commercial-grade blinds provide 

superior strength and exceptional performance with a 

wide range of colors, textures, 

vane options, and specialty 

shapes to enhance any 

commercial setting and decor. 

Vertical blinds provide ideal, 

cost-effective solar control to 

wide window and patio door 

applications while enhancing architectural design and 

adding depth, character, and color to any interior project. 

Vertical Blinds

Unparalleled Strength 
and Performance

Great for a variety 
of applications

Multi-family  
Education

With our Limited Lifetime Warranty on 

the headrail and components, you can 

specify SWFcontract vertical blinds with 

complete confidence.

SWFcontract is part of the commercial 

division of Springs Window Fashions, 

an industry leader in window 

coverings since 1939. SWFcontract 

has unmatched experience with our 

window coverings installed in more than 

one million commercial applications 

throughout North America.



G-71

G-98

FeaturesBlind Systems

G-85

Dependable Operation  
The G-85 Dura-Vue® Vertical Blind is ideal where tighter 

budgets are a consideration. The G-85 is designed around 

a tough, durable, phosphate-treated steel 

headrail with a baked enamel finish. Even 

though designed for a tighter budget, quality is not 

sacrificed. The G-85 will deliver years of dependable 

operation that exceeds the competition.

Maximum View  
The G-98 Ultra-Vue® Vertical Blind system features the 

smallest stack of any SWFcontract vertical blind system to 

make sure outside views aren’t diminished when 

the vanes are completely open. To ensure a 

consistent look and preserve daylight control, G-98 vane stems 

are self-aligning when rotated to eliminate out-of-sync vanes. 

The Workhorse  
The G-71 Super -Vue® Vertical Blind system leads the 

industry in precision, engineering, and durability for 

vertical blinds. The G-71 is our toughest 

commercial-grade blind system making it 

the top choice for high-traffic areas such 

as healthcare and hospitality facilities. The G-71  is the 

“workhorse” of the industry built for ease of operation and 

years of reliable service that exceeds the competition.

With its proprietary design and operation, the G-71 is also 

ideal for curved and angled windows to enhance window 

design and architectural intent. 
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TP5

TP3

TP1

Fabric Vanes

Fabric vanes made with the Brighton fabric 

collection are 3½" wide, fire resistant, and 

comply with NFPA 701 Small Scale Test and 

California Fire Marshal Title 19:1237.1 Small 

Scale Test. Fabric vanes feature a sewn-in 

bottom weight to hang straight to ensure a 

consistent look. Optional channel panels add 

room darkening capabilities while maintaining 

fabric appearance. 

PVC Vanes

PVC vanes are available in 2” and 3½" widths 

and comply with NFPA 701 Large Scale Test 

requirements. Our vanes use a 100% PVC 

compound designed specifically for use in 

window treatments to ensure long-lasting 

color,  durability, and easy cleaning. PVC 

vanes are available in a wide variety of solid, 

duplex, embossed, and printed color patterns 

and textures. 

Learn More Call us at 1-800-327-9798 or speak to your Regional Sales Manager. 
Our expert staff is standing by to help. Free Swatches See our extensive selection of colors and vane material 

for vertical blinds.  swfcontract.com/swatches

Aluminum Headrail

Strong, durable, and 

moisture-resistant—ideal 

for high-humidity or moist 

environments.  

(Available: G-71/G-98)

Steel Pantograph  
Traverse System

Hardened, plated steel system 

provides smooth and easy vane 

operation with precise and 

proportional vane spacing.  

(Available: G-71)

Self-Lubricating  
Carriage Wheels

Maintenance-free wheels 

provide a smooth and easy 

blind operation.  

(Available: G-71/G-98/G-85)

E-Z Open Cord Control

Automatically rotates vanes 

open when shade is traversed 

eliminating stem breakage and 

misaligned louvers.  

(Available: G-71)

Reversible Stack

Vane stack can be mounted 

on the right or left for added 

design options and flexibility. 

 (Available: G-71/G-98/G-85)

Cut-outs

Sections of vane material 

can be cut out to clear an 

obstruction in front of a 

window eliminating the 

need for separate blinds.  

(Available: G-71/G-98/G-85) 

One-Touch® Wand

Alternative to cords and 

chains for rotating vanes and 

traversing blinds. Ideal for 

added safety in environments 

such as day-care centers. 

(Available: G-71/G-98/G-85)

Fully Enclosed  
Operating System

Keeps dust and debris out 

of the operating mechanism 

to endure long life and easy, 

worry-free operation. 

(Available: G-71/G-98/G-85)

Sliding Panels 
For more modern applications, SWFcontract sliding panel track offers a sleek, 

contemporary alternative for wide windows, sliding glass doors—even room 

dividers. Our sliding panels are available in select SWFcontract Solar and 

Roller Shades to create a clean look for wide windows in a commercial project.

call 800-327-9798          click SWFCONTRACT.COM

See full included 

features on next page
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    Standard           Optional       –  Not Available        G-71 Super-Vue® G-98 Ultra-Vue™ G-85 Dura-Vue® 

Aluminum Headrail –

Steel Headrail – –

Stainless Steel Strap Traverse System – –

Steel Pantograph Traverse System – –

Nylon Strap Traverse System – –

E-Z Open™ Cord Control – –

Self-aligning Carrier Stems – –

Wheeled Carriers

Non-yellowing Carrier Stems

Stack Release – –

Curved Headrail – –

Angle Headrail – –

Butted Blinds

Cut-outs

#10 Steel Bead Rotation Chain – –

#6 Steel Bead Rotation Chain –

Cord Traverse

One Touch® Wand*

Maximum Blind Width with 3½" Vanes 191" 191" 1783/4"

Maximum Blind Width with 2" Vanes 1571/4" 1571/4" 1571/4"

Maximum Length 192" 192" 144"

Full Features

Your Trusted Partner  |  With a full line of commercial window coverings
At Springs Window Fashions, our goal is to create the best 

experience possible for our customers, end users, and associates. 

It’s this commitment that sets us apart from the pack and raises the 

bar for quality and service in our industry. As part of the commercial 

division of Springs Window Fashions, SWFcontract embraces this 

commitment to excellence and strives to create a culture that 

includes a dedication to the following:

- Service excellence

- Product innovation and process improvement

- Associate involvement via our Quality at the Source program

- Strategic partnerships with key accounts and suppliers

- Supply chain management

- Protection of employees and the environment

- Social and community responsibility

*One Touch Wand: Overall maximum size of blind not to exceed 70 sq. ft.


